Atomic-Scale Visualization of Quantum Interference on a Weyl Semimetal Surface by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
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ABSTRACT: Weyl semimetals may open a new era in condensed matter physics, materials science, and nanotechnology after graphene and topological insulators. We report the first atomic scale view of the surface states of a Weyl semimetal (NbP) using scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy. We observe coherent quantum interference patterns that arise from the scattering of quasiparticles near point defects on the surface. The measurements reveal the surface electronic structure both below and above the chemical potential in both real and reciprocal spaces. Moreover, the interference maps uncover the scattering processes of NbP’s exotic surface states. Through comparison between experimental data and theoretical calculations, we further discover that the orbital and/or spin texture of the surface bands may suppress certain scattering channels on NbP. These results provide a comprehensive understanding of electronic properties on Weyl semimetal surfaces.
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Understanding and utilization of the surface of topological quantum matter lead to new physics and potential applications.1–4 A Weyl semimetal is a new topological phase of matter that extends the topological classification beyond insulators, exhibits quantum anomalies, possesses exotic surface Fermi arc electron states, and provides the first ever realization of Weyl Fermions in physics.5–11 The surface of a Weyl semimetal has been predicted to exhibit
interesting tunneling and transport properties due to the existence of exotic bulk Weyl Fermions and Fermi-arc surface states. However, for a long period of time, experimental work has been held back owing to the lack of material realization. The very recent discovery of the Weyl semimetal state in the TaAs class of inversion breaking materials, including TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and NbP, has received worldwide attention. So far, the surface states of Weyl semimetals have only been accessed by photoemission experiments. Past research on high $T_c$ superconductors, graphene, and topological materials have established scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) as a powerful tool in understanding the electronic properties of quantum materials with simultaneous spatial, energy, and momentum resolution. However, an STM study on a Weyl semimetal’s surface remains lacking.

In this article, we present the first atomic-scale visualization of a Weyl semimetal surface via scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy. Our measurements show that scatterings by point defects induce quantum interferences on the surface of a Weyl semimetal NbP. Such quantum interference data demonstrate a powerful way to map the surface band structure both below and above the Fermi energy simultaneously in real and reciprocal spaces, both of which are beyond the current photoemission measurements. Furthermore, we identify the different scattering channels on the Weyl semimetal NbP surface and discovered some of them are suppressed due to their orbital and/or spin texture, which is explored here for the first time.

**RESULTS**

Figure 1a demonstrates a typical surface morphology of our high quality NbP sample, revealing a large, flat surface ($50 \times 50$ nm$^2$) with very few impurities and defects. The close-up STM image in Figure 1b shows the atomically ordered lattice with only one native point defect on the top atomic layer in the middle of a $10 \times 10$ nm$^2$ region. The STM topography indicates a square lattice with a lattice constant 3.4 Å which is consistent with the lattice constant $a = 3.3$ Å determined by the X-ray diffraction. This proves that the cleaving plane is the (001) surface. Moreover, the point defect manifests itself as a missing atom in the occupied states (Figure 1b) but a cross-shape bright feature in the empty states (Figure 1a). We speculate that it is a phosphorus (P) vacancy on the surface. The simultaneously obtained differential conductance ($dI/dV$) map in Figure 1c shows the local density of states (LDOS) near the single point defect identified in the topography image. The presence of the defect induces a clear modulation of the LDOS in real space, leading to a four-leaf clover shaped pattern. Similar to the clover-like pattern on the Bi$_2$Se$_3$ surface, the feature in Figure 1c presents a fingerprint of the Weyl semimetal NbP(001) surface. Additionally, we also observe another type of defect, which appears as yellow spots and has a size larger than the point defect (Figure 1a). These are likely to be adatoms or impurity clusters. We take a spectroscopic measurement on a defect-free region (Figure 1d). It shows a finite LDOS at the Fermi level, consistent with the existence of metallic surface states. As displayed in the upper panel of Figure 1d.
The calculated LDOS from niobium (Nb) or P atoms in the topmost layer of NbP(001) have different shapes. The measured LDOS ($dI/dV$) is in agreement with calculations for P termination, which indicates that the naturally cleaved NbP(001) surface is terminated by a P atom layer as schematically shown in the structure model in Figure 1e.

We present some essential results of the bulk and surface electronic structure of NbP which can help understand our STM measurements. There are 24 Weyl nodes in the first bulk Brillouin zone (BZ). On the (001) surface, they project as 16 projected Weyl nodes (Figure 1f). We name the 8 projected nodes near the $\bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ point as $W_1$ (the small dots in Figure 1f). They have projected chiral charge of $\pm 1$. We name the other 8 nodes near the midpoint of the $\Gamma - \bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ lines, with projected chiral charges of $\pm 2$ as $W_2$ (the large dots in Figure 1f). Figure 1g shows a calculated Fermi surface of the NbP (001) surface states in momentum space, which is consistent with angle-resolved photoemission electron spectroscopy (ARPES) data.\(^{21,22}\) We find three dominant features: a tadpole-shaped feature that runs from each midpoint of the $\Gamma - \bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ line toward the $\bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ point, two semibowtie-shaped pockets at each $\bar{X}$ point and two semieliptical pockets at each $\bar{Y}$ point. We note that the number of Fermi arcs terminating on a projected Weyl node must equal the absolute value of its projected chiral charge. Thus, each projected $W_2$ ($W_1$) node is associated with two (one) Fermi arcs. The head of the tadpole feature is the double Fermi arc associated with each $W_2$ Weyl node (Supporting Information, Figure S1a,c). The single Fermi arc associated with the $W_1$ Weyl node is a very short direct line connecting the nearby pair of nodes, and they are too small to be experimentally resolved (Figure S1b,d).

Importantly, our calculation also reveals the orbital texture of the NbP (001) surface states. The Fermi contours can be decomposed into different states, which originate from the three $p$-orbitals of the P atoms and five $d$-orbitals of the Nb atoms. Since the NbP(001) surface is terminated by P atoms, the $p$-orbitals of the P atoms dominate in the surface electronic structure. Therefore, we restrict our discussion to the $p$-orbital derived surface states. The two tadpole-shaped contours near the midpoint of the $\Gamma - \bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ line have $p_x$ ($p_y$) character, while the pockets at the zone boundary are mainly derived from the $p_z$ orbital (Figure S2).

Figure 2. Correspondence of real-space modulation to reciprocal-space interference patterns. (a) High-resolution $dI/dV$ map ($80 \text{ mV}, 700 \text{ pA}$) clearly showing standing-wave modulation patterns induced by quasiparticle interference. The image is of size $37 \times 37 \text{ nm}^2$ and on a grid of 256 × 256 points. (b) A $dI/dV$ profile measured along the dotted line in panel a. A long-range standing wave (wavelength about 10 nm) superimposes with corrugations at the atomic level. (c) The fast Fourier transform (FT) of panel a. (d) A sketch of the main features in FT. Resolved in the reciprocal space are three groups of interference patterns which are depicted by different colors. I, ellipses (blue) appearing in the center and two Bragg points: $(2\pi/a, 0)$ and $(-2\pi/a, 0)$. II, bow-tie-shaped pockets (red) located at $(0, 0)$ and $(0, \pm 2\pi/a)$ (another two Bragg points), which are perpendicular to the ellipses. III, four rectangles (green) with rounded corners distributed around the centers of each quadrant. Features induced by inter-Brillouin Zone (BZ) scattering are plotted in dotted lines. They are weaker in the data compared to the pockets from intra-BZ scattering. (e–g) Real-space interference patterns corresponding to different FT pockets shown in the upper panels. Fourier filtering allows us to clearly visualize the prominent long-range waves (e) and atomic-scale waves (g), separately.

1d, the calculated LDOS from niobium (Nb) or P atoms in the topmost layer of NbP(001) have different shapes. The measured LDOS ($dI/dV$) is in agreement with calculations for P termination, which indicates that the naturally cleaved NbP(001) surface is terminated by a P atom layer as schematically shown in the structure model in Figure 1e.

We present some essential results of the bulk and surface electronic structure of NbP which can help understand our STM measurements. There are 24 Weyl nodes in the first bulk Brillouin zone (BZ). On the (001) surface, they project as 16 projected Weyl nodes (Figure 1f). We name the 8 projected nodes near the $\bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ point as $W_1$ (the small dots in Figure 1f). They have projected chiral charge of $\pm 1$. We name the other 8 nodes near the midpoint of the $\Gamma - \bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ lines, with projected chiral charges of $\pm 2$ as $W_2$ (the large dots in Figure 1f). Figure 1g shows a calculated Fermi surface of the NbP (001) surface states in momentum space, which is consistent with angle-resolved photoemission electron spectroscopy (ARPES) data.\(^{21,22}\) We find three dominant features: a tadpole-shaped feature that runs from each midpoint of the $\Gamma - \bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ line toward the $\bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ point, two semibowtie-shaped pockets at each $\bar{X}$ point and two semieliptical pockets at each $\bar{Y}$ point. We note that the number of Fermi arcs terminating on a projected Weyl node must equal the absolute value of its projected chiral charge. Thus, each projected $W_2$ ($W_1$) node is associated with two (one) Fermi arcs. The head of the tadpole feature is the double Fermi arc associated with each $W_2$ Weyl node (Supporting Information, Figure S1a,c). The single Fermi arc associated with the $W_1$ Weyl node is a very short direct line connecting the nearby pair of nodes, and they are too small to be experimentally resolved (Figure S1b,d).

Importantly, our calculation also reveals the orbital texture of the NbP (001) surface states. The Fermi contours can be decomposed into different states, which originate from the three $p$-orbitals of the P atoms and five $d$-orbitals of the Nb atoms. Since the NbP(001) surface is terminated by P atoms, the $p$-orbitals of the P atoms dominate in the surface electronic structure. Therefore, we restrict our discussion to the $p$-orbital derived surface states. The two tadpole-shaped contours near the midpoint of the $\Gamma - \bar{X}(\bar{Y})$ line have $p_x$ ($p_y$) character, while the pockets at the zone boundary are mainly derived from the $p_z$ orbital (Figure S2).
Fourier-transform (FT) \( \frac{dI}{dV} \) techniques provide a powerful way to simultaneously study the occupied and unoccupied states of the electronic structure in real and reciprocal (momentum) space.\(^3\)\(^4\) This is not possible by ARPES because photoemission can only probe the occupied states of the electronic structure and lacks spatial resolution. The key is to take advantage of elastic scattering of point defects. On an ideal surface, without any disorder or defects, electronic quasiparticles are Bloch eigenstates characterized by wavevector \( \vec{k} \) and energy \( \epsilon \). The surface disorder consisting of impurities or crystal defects causes elastic scattering, which mixes eigenstates of different \( \vec{k} \) at the same \( \epsilon(\vec{k}) \). In other words, the presence of a point defect can mix any two states with different momenta \( \vec{k}_1 \) and \( \vec{k}_2 \) on a constant energy contour, if these two states are coupled by a large matrix element. The mixing of eigenstates leads to elastic scattering which relates two states with \( \vec{k}_1 \) and \( \vec{k}_2 \), leading to the interference pattern in the momentum space at \( \vec{Q} = (\vec{k}_1 - \vec{k}_2) \). We now show the FT-\( \frac{dI}{dV} \) map in the reciprocal space at \( \vec{Q}_1 - \vec{Q}_2 \) space (Figure 2c) and divide the dominant features into three groups (Figure 2d), according to their distinct line shapes in \( \vec{Q} \)-space. (i) We see an elliptical contour centered at the origin of the map, \( [(Q_x, Q_y) = (0, 0)] \). The long axis is along the \( Q_x \) direction. This feature is repeated at Bragg points \( (Q_x, Q_y) = (\pm 2\pi/a, 0) \) and \( (Q_x, Q_y) = (0, \pm 2\pi/a) \).
a). However, we observe that the ones at $(Q_x, Q_y) = (0, \pm 2\pi/a)$ (noted by the red dotted lines in Figure 2d) have weaker intensities and are barely visible in Figure 2c. (II) Similarly, we find a bowtie-shaped contour centered at the origin and repeated at Bragg points, whose long axis is along the $Q_x$ direction. The bowtie contours at $(Q_x, Q_y) = (\pm 2\pi/a, 0)$ are much dimmer and are marked as blue dotted lines in Figure 2d. In addition, we observe weak features at the corners of the map, which suggest that both the elliptical and bowtie-shaped contours are also repeated at the corners, $(Q_x, Q_y) = (\pm 2\pi/a, \pm 2\pi/a)$, indicated by the gray dotted line. (III) We observe four contours located within each quadrant of the map. The contours have an approximately rectangular shape. In fact, the vertical edges are nearly straight, whereas the horizontal ones are curvy. For each contour, the two edges that are further away from the origin (noted by the green dotted lines) are obviously less visible than the two that are closer to the origin (the solid green lines).

We investigate in turn the contribution of each feature in the real space QPI pattern. To do so, we isolate one of the features in the FT-$dI/dV$ map measured close to Fermi level ($-10$ mV). Bragg points are marked with their coordinates in $Q$-space. (d–f) Same as panels a–c but with a smaller $Q$ space range of $Q_x$ ($Q_y$) $\in [-\pi, \pi]$. (g) Calculated Fermi surface of NbP (001) with intra- and interpocket scatterings indicated by white arrows. $Q_1$ ($Q_2$) stands for interpocket scattering within the pocket surrounding $X$ ($Y$) while $Q_3$ is the interpocket scattering between the bowtie-shaped and ellipse-shaped Fermi pockets. The white dotted arrows $S_1$–$S_3$ represent scattering processes involving the tadpole pockets. (h) Calculated surface band structure of NbP along $X - M - Y$. (i) The dispersions of $Q_1$ (blue) and $Q_2$ (green) scattering vectors with respect to the bias voltage (energy), indicative of a hole pocket as energy increases. Experimental results (markers) are in good agreement with the theoretical calculations (solid lines).
identified back in the raw data, real space dI/dV map in Figure 2.

Next, we investigate the QPI patterns as a function of energy. Figure 3a shows the real space dI/dV maps at different bias voltages. Clear quantum interference is seen at all energies. At a bias voltage of ~160 mV, which corresponds to the occupied states at a binding energy of 160 meV below the Fermi level, we observe that the interference pattern has quite short wavelengths and mainly exists in the close vicinity of the defects. The pattern near each defect is nearly C4 symmetric. As one increases the bias voltage, we observe that the ripples propagate further away from the defects. It is important to observe the smooth evolution of the wavelength as a function of the bias voltage as in Figure 3a, because this shows that our dI/dV map is indeed resolving the standing waves of two-dimensional surface quasiparticles, rather than simply imaging the wave functions of the defects. In the energy range ~100 mV to ~140 mV, the dominant wavelength becomes larger with more positive bias voltage (a larger wavelength in real space corresponds to a smaller wavevector Q in reciprocal space), and the pattern becomes increasingly C4 breaking. At high bias voltages for mapping the unoccupied states of the electronic structure, such as +200 mV, the dominant interference discussed above is not observed because its wavelength becomes comparable to the size of the image. Some other weak interference with shorter wavelengths is still observable. We emphasize that the clear visualization of surface standing waves (the several sets of wave peaks and valleys explicitly resolved) has not been routinely obtained on other topological materials, and is not a trivial result as well. Combining with the atomic manipulation capability of STM, one can derive quantum phase information on the surface quasiparticle wave function. This may open the possibility to extract topological information contained in the Berry phase of the Weyl Fermions.

The observed features in real space have a nice correspondence to the FTs in Q-space, shown in Figure 3b. Specifically, the FT-dI/dV map at ~200 mV is approximately C4 symmetric. However, at more positive bias voltages, for example, the one at ~40 mV, the FT-dI/dV maps clearly break C4 symmetry. The C4 breaking surface state electronic structure of NbP can be understood by considering its crystal structure, where the rotational symmetry is implemented as a screw axis that sends the crystal back into itself after a C4 rotation and a translation by c/2 along the rotation axis. Therefore, even though rotation axis is normal to the (001) surface, it still breaks C4 symmetry. Furthermore, we observe that the size of the pockets shrinks as one increase the bias voltage, consistent with the increasing wavelength seen in real space. It proves that the surface bands are formed by hole-like quasiparticles.

DISCUSSIONS

We theoretically compute NbP’s QPI patterns. In general, the QPI calculation depends on the spin and orbital matrix element between the initial and final state of a scattering event. The spin-dependence is fully constrained in the case of nonmagnetic impurities: only elastic scattering between states of the same spin is allowed. The orbital matrix element cannot be easily predicted theoretically as it depends on the details of the impurity potential. In Figure 4a,b, we provide two extreme limits, that is, a calculation that allows all elastic scatterings (Figure 4a), which is the joint density of states (JDOS), and the calculation that forbids any scatterings between states of different orbitals or opposite spins (Figure 4b). Although neither of them may completely capture the reality of our experiment, these calculations provide useful references that help to interpret our data.

Specifically, the features that are prominent in Figure 4a but suppressed in Figure 4b must arise from scattering between states with very different orbital character and/or spin polarization. For example, the square-shaped patterns in each quadrant are filled with intensity in Figure 4a, whereas they are empty in Figure 4b. Moreover, a circular feature around Q = (0, π/a) is seen in Figure 4a but it is missing in Figure 4b. By further comparing these calculated QPIs with the surface Fermi surface, we find that this circular feature in Figure 4a can be associated with the scattering between the tadpole and the bow-tie surface states, as indicated by the scattering vector S1 in Figure 4g. Because the tadpole surface states arise from the pπ orbitals, whereas the bowtie surface states arise from the pπ orbitals, we see that this circular feature in Figure 4a is suppressed in Figure 4b because the corresponding scattering S1 is between two states of dominantly different orbitals. We compare these two calculations (Figure 4 panels a and b) with our STM data (Figure 4c). It can be seen clearly that the features that are prominent in Figure 4a but suppressed in Figure 4b are also very weak in the STM data. For example, in the Q space region that corresponds to the circular feature in Figure 4a, there are only weak residual intensities in our STM data (Figure 4c), which cannot be interpreted as a clear feature. The same case can be made for the Q region inside each square feature. Through this comparison, we conclude that in our experiment the scattering between states of different orbital character or opposite spin polarization is suppressed.

We further search for features in the QPI that arise from the scatterings involving Fermi arcs. As we have mentioned above, the Fermi arcs associated with the W1 Weyl nodes are extremely short, and hence we do not expect them to give any significant signal in the QPI. On the other hand, the Fermi arcs associated with the W2 Weyl nodes are the head of the tadpole surface states. We highlight the scattering vectors S1−S5 as those that are associated with Fermi arcs in Figure 4d. We can identify features related to each of these scattering vectors in the JDOS calculation (Figure 4a-d). The scattering vectors S4, S2, and S6 connect two states of dominantly different orbital character. Therefore, they are strictly suppressed in the calculation that forbids scatterings between different orbitals (Figure 4b,e). In contrast, S1 and S5 are scattering processes between states of the same orbital character. Therefore, they are still visible in the calculation that includes the matrix element effect (Figure 4b,e), but they are very weak overall because the spectral weight of the tadpole surface states is very low (Figure 4g). In our STM data, we found that the intensity at the Q regions that correspond to the S1−S5 vectors is very weak. Therefore, we conclude that the scatterings that arise from the tadpole surface states are suppressed in our experiment owing to the matrix element effect and the low spectral weight of the tadpole surface states.

We further notice that some of the features in the STM data (Figures 3b and 4c) contain double lines. The most obvious one is the rectangular feature as shown in Figure 3b. We also note that the splitting between the double lines is the smallest near the Fermi level and becomes larger at higher energies. Currently we do not understand their origin. Both calculations (Figures 4a,b) cannot produce such 2-fold features. Since our calculation only considers elastic scattering, we speculate that
the energy dependent double line features may be due to inelastic scattering processes or due to many-body effects.

Next, we consider the scatterings that arise from the prominent surface state contours, namely the scattering vectors \( Q_1 - Q_2 \) (Figure 4d). The scattering vector \( Q_2 \) in \( k \)-space gives rise to the bowtie-shaped feature at the origin \( \left( \left( Q_x, Q_y \right) = (0, 0) \right) \) of \( Q \)-space. Similarly, the vector \( Q_1 \) leads to the elliptical feature at the center of \( Q \)-space. We can also draw a vector which connects two bowtie-shaped contours (or two elliptical contours) located at different \( X \) (\( Y \)) points. This scattering process generates the replicas of the bowtie-shaped or elliptical features at the boundaries and the corners in \( Q \)-space. Finally, the scattering vector \( Q_3 \) connects a bowtie-shaped contour at a \( X \) point to an elliptical contour at a \( Y \) point in \( k \)-space. This induces the square-shaped features at every quadrant of \( Q \)-space. The agreement between theory and experiment is quite remarkable considering the rich structure of the Fermi surface and QPI pattern.

Since the QPI data arise from the surface states, we can measure the surface band structure both below and above the Fermi level from our STM data. For example, \( Q_3 \) connects the two end points of the bowtie on the high symmetry line, \( X-\bar{M} \), in \( k \)-space. As a result, there is a simple relationship between the scattering vector \( \vec{Q} \) and momentum \( k \), namely \( k = \frac{\vec{Q}}{2} \) along the \( X-\bar{M} \) direction. This simple relationship allows us to directly obtain the band structure, \( \epsilon(k) \) along the \( X-\bar{M} \) line (if one neglects the spin splitting of the bands which is indeed small in NbP comparing to TaAs, see more details in Supporting Information Figure S3). The other intrapocket scattering vector \( Q_2 \) can give similar information. The experimental data marked in Figure 4f are in agreement with the model calculation (solid lines) derived from the band structure as shown in Figure 4e, which also agrees well with our ARPES measured surface band structure.\(^{22}\) We therefore can determine the Fermi velocity to be 2.2 eVÅ and 1.6 eVÅ along \( X-\bar{M} \) direction and along \( \bar{Y}-\bar{M} \), respectively.

**CONCLUSION**

In summary, we have for the first time visualized the novel surface of a Weyl semimetal with atomic scale spatial resolution. We are able to clearly observe the quantum interferences on a Weyl semimetal’s surface and study its QPI pattern. This has enabled us to resolve clear quantum interference patterns simultaneously in real and momentum spaces. The voltage-dependent real-space imaging allows us to clearly resolve the evolution of the surface standing waves. It opens the door to measuring the phase of wave function in topological quantum matter. The main features observed in the QPI pattern arise from the topologically trivial contours. This finding suggests that the scattering is dominated by the trivial surface states, whereas the scatterings that arise from the Fermi arcs are suppressed due to spin and orbital effects. Our QPI results in reciprocal space reveal the orbital and spin matrix element effects that are critical to the scattering processes on the surface. It helps to understand the surface properties of the only available Weyl semimetal class TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and NbP and sheds light on the future research of Weyl semimetals-based nanomaterials and nanodevices.

**METHODS**

Single crystalline NbP samples were grown by standard chemical vapor transport methods. The samples were cleaved at 79 K in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber and were immediately transferred in vacuo to a Uniosoku STM operated at 4.6 K and \( \sim 10^{-11} \) mbar. Chemically etched Pt/Ir tips were used. Constant-current mode STM images were obtained by applying a voltage to the sample. A lock-in amplifier was employed to get the first differentiated (dI/dV) signal with a modulation at 1 to 8 mV and 1 kHz. The dI/dV maps were measured with STM images, using the same method as in refs 26 and 27. We processed the STM images and dI/dV maps in the WXSM software. The FTs were performed directly from the raw data. All color bars in the figures are in linear scale. Surface electronic band structures were obtained by a Wannier function based Hamiltonian in a semi-infinite slab using the recursive Green’s function method. The surface Green’s functions are used to calculate the interference patterns (see Supporting Information for more details).
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